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actually received this on a random
bit torrent site.. but it came along
with one of my 30 or so eMusicDL

torrents :) the track itself was fairly
crap as well, at least in my opinion -

and it is the only one I have ever
heard of which contains the phrase
"nudge nudge wink wink" - so it is a
bit of a mystery :)! More on that if I
find time.. ha... so... Last edited by
mike9; 28th August 2012 at 09:59
PM. Reason: Reply to selfOperation
Blue Haven Operation Blue Haven

was a 1995 air raid by the Free
National Movement in Kigali, Rwanda
in 1994. During the genocide, three

neighbors of the Tutsi (most of
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whom were civilians) were shot and
killed in Nyanza, Rwanda. Pauline

Nyiramasuhinda, who was a
neighbor of the Tutsi victims, carried
the body of her dead neighbor, Marie-

Claude Mukabaranga, to the
hospital. At the hospital, Dr. Jean
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